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Firstly, it is worth reminding readers that  the ‘Bridge Solver’ analytical tool can be downloaded 
for free, and use it to analyse different Declarer plays and / or defences, on any hand of their 
choosing – such as this one!   To download as an App for Android devices or Chromebooks or 
as a Windows desktop App click here: https://mirgo2.co.uk/bridgesolver/index.php?section=1  
To access ‘Bridge Solver Online’ go to this link: https://mirgo2.co.uk/bridgesolver/upload.htm.

Bridge Solver confirms that 11 tricks can be made in spades by either East or West on any lead,
for example, as in the original article. It doesn’t matter whether or not NS cash their two red 
Aces initially – short of some defensive blunder, they will always make their two tricks, but no 
more.  

It is worth having a deeper look at the “NS save”: Bridge Solver says that 9 tricks can always be
made in Hearts by North, but, on best defence, the limit is only 8 if the contract is played by 
South.   If West  is on lead and starts with a club, EW can get two club ruffs, plus the Ace of 
Clubs plus the two spade tricks.  If North is able to open or overcall with a strong No Trump, 
then North might become Declarer courtesy of Partner’s transfer bid, but otherwise it seems 
more likely that any Heart contract would be played from the South hand.

If West is on lead against 4♥, and has been able to indicate both black suits, then East might be
able to find a double after earlier supporting spades; surely that must mean “Partner, I am 
screaming out for a club lead”?  Imagine then – a totally dejected NS returning to score-up: 
“Sorry, partners, that board was awful: a very unfortunate -500 despite our 27 HCPs….”  

Note that careless defence would allow 4♥x through, e.g., if  West is tempted to lead the 
singleton Diamond at trick one, complete disaster would strike for EW….  The diamond lead is 
won, in either hand, but technically it should be by South. Declarer now draws two rounds of 
trumps, and then plays off Dummy’s diamonds, leaving one trump in Dummy, and discarding 
both spades and a club from hand. Now Dummy’s third trump is played, and then East’s last 
trump is drawn, discarding a spade from Dummy.  A low Club is played towards Dummy.  The 
details of the last four tricks depend a bit on what West chooses to discard on the diamonds and
the hearts, but no matter what he chooses, the best that EW can claim is one Club trick – 
conceding 4♥x+2, vulnerable, for a score of +1190……  Try it using Bridge Solver. If that 
happened, I suspect that East would not be too pleased with partner…..

It is worth looking at the 2010 bidding on this hand, the first discussion point being West’s 
decision to start with a pass.  Had NS been playing a strong No Trump – more common now 
than it was ten years ago – the bidding might then have started 1NT – 2♦ (transfer), and now 
West has a lot of catching up to do, and any NS heart contract would be played from the North 
hand.  Over the 2♦ (transfer) from South, West might be a bit torn between a 3♣ bid and 2♠, but 
3♣ would be the better bet.  North will now bid 3♥ – many partnerships play that by completing 
the transfer in a contested auction, North would be promising 3+ card support;  East will pass 
rapidly, and South will have no hesitation in raising to 4♥.  The spotlight now falls on West, who 
is pretty much forced to make up for lost time by finding a 4♠ bid – and then we would be back 
to square one.  However, if West ‘chickens out’ and passes out 4♥, then NS will very likely gain 
handsomely on the board: how on Earth would the defenders now find the defence to beat 4♥ 
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without the mention of spades by West?  East would most likely have led a diamond, and this 
hand would have disappeared into oblivion…...

I sense that 2020 bidding practices are somewhat more aggressive than they were in 2010, and
today many players holding the West hand would open it 1♣.  Now, surely, North has an ideal 
1NT overcall, and NS will go on to reach 4♥ as above.  Again, West has to have the courage of 
his convictions to press on to 4♠.

It looks very much as though, back in 2010, in the other room, the opponent holding the West 
cards ‘bottled out’ at some stage in the auction and passed out 4♥, and perhaps it was that lack 
of courage more than anything else that gave rise to this story!


